
 

Sector Summary

Sector
Market 

Cap
Turnover

Turnover 

Value 

Change

PER (x) DY (%)

Bank      738,686                8,954 2,456             8.5 3.3%

Pharma      752,051              14,772 7,272           25.1 1.5%

Telecom      783,054                3,234 2,208           19.6 2.2%

Fuel & Power      561,882              14,671 8,183           14.6 4.5%

NBFI      260,872              10,138 2,843           38.3 1.2%

Food & Allied      469,709                7,542 3,308           32.1 2.7%

Engineering      688,243              17,230 7,909           26.5 0.7%

Cement      153,217                4,477 483           22.3 1.1%

Textile      176,128              15,319 5,116         198.0 1.2%

Miscellaneous      228,734              10,328 2,825           29.4 1.2%

General Insurance      145,892                8,645 (3,916)           23.2 1.6%

Life Insurance        79,666                3,706 1,377           46.3 1.4%

Tannery        31,075                1,036 389  NM 0.5%

Ceramics        38,387                2,875 1,463           43.7 1.2%

Today Last Week
1W Value 

Change
% ∆

DSEX 7,258.75    6,981.06          277.7        4.0           

DS30 2,647.14    2,496.84          150.3        6.0           

Turnover (BDT Mn) 138,882     89,369             49,513      55.4         

Market cap (BDT Bn) 5,863         5,637               226.0        4.0           

PER (x) 19.4

DY (%) 2.1

Gainers 211            247                  

Losers 154            114                  

Unchanged 17              21                    

Stock Turnover Volume Close % ∆ PER (x)

BEXIMCO 7,085         59,969,184      116.9        1.1 28.2          

BATBC 3,634         5,689,335        658.8        12.6 26.3          

SAIFPOWER 3,035         92,173,730      33.8          11.6 42.4          

BXPHARMA 3,032         14,285,044      224.1        8.7 21.9          

SQURPHARMA 2,913         12,148,942      248.1        8.2 15.0          

LHBL 2,577         32,000,945      79.4          0.9 25.2          

LANKABAFIN 1,901         46,093,324      41.0          2.0 17.2          

DOREENPWR 1,901         21,309,425      86.4          11.6 11.7          

BSCCL 1,875         8,748,551        230.6        24.1 24.6          

SPCL 1,601         13,857,792      115.9        2.9 20.6          

Stock Turnover Volume Close % ∆ PER (x)
-           

TAMIJTEX 33.4           198,645           185.70      47.9 137.4        

LIBRAINFU 215.1         232,523           1,073.70   39.1 NM

PHARMAID 559.8         1,013,167        620.00      34.5 42.2          

EASTRNLUB 137.2         64,863             2,316.20   32.2 62.5          

AMCL(PRAN) 317.7         1,153,205        307.30      30.5 52.9          

APEXFOOT 141.8         500,650           306.60      29.7 77.4          

BATASHOE 159.3         169,269           975.20      29.4 NM

DSHGARME 180.9         815,480           242.00      27.4 NM

ENVOYTEX 302.3         7,435,628        44.00        26.8 293.3        

BSCCL 1,875.4      8,748,551        230.60      24.1 24.6          

Stock Turnover Volume Close % ∆ PER (x)
-           

MEGCONMILK 33.2           1,269,024        23.10        (20.9) NM

MEGHNAPET 37.6           1,131,379        29.50        (17.8) NM

METROSPIN 376.9         12,286,048      28.50        (10.4) 32.8          

MITHUNKNIT 38.2           1,633,494        22.00        (9.8) NM

MITHUNKNIT 38.2           1,633,494        22.00        (9.8) NM

SBACBANK 582.0         26,105,125      21.10        (9.4) 20.2          

ATCSLGF 168.4         13,895,351      11.80        (9.2) 8.8            

IMAMBUTTON 28.7           691,861           37.40        (9.2) NM

ASIAINS 160.3         1,672,565        93.30        (9.2) 33.4          

SEMLLECMF 44.7           4,012,244        11.50        (8.0) 4.0            

Spot Market Scrips - For Tomorrow's Trading Session

Stocks Date Stocks Date Stock Start End

ABB1STMF 16-Sep-21 MIDASFIN 20-Sep-21

PHPMF1 16-Sep-21 SONARBAINS 23-Sep-21

POPULAR1MF 16-Sep-21 SANDHANINS 28-Sep-21

EBLNRBMF 16-Sep-21 GSPFINANCE 28-Sep-21

DSEX 52 week

Top Turnover (in BDT mn)

Gainer Loser Chart

DSEX This Week Top Gainers

Top Losers

Upcoming Record Dates Upcoming AGM

(might not contain all the stocks)

Weekly Market Review

09-Sep-21

(In BDT mn, except indicated)

Turnover Composition Market Summary

Market Closes in Green| DSEX Up 278 Points

    Unicap Securities Limited 

With five green sessions, market closed in green this week. DSEX gained 277.7

points (4.0%) to close at 7,258.75, while DSE30 gained 150.3 points (6.0%) to

close at 2,647.14. Average turnover in this week increased 24.3% compared to

previous week. 

Most of the sectors closed in green. Tannery sector gained highest 15.2%, while

Food & Allied sector gained 11.5%, Pharma sector gained 5.5% and Telecom

sector gained 5.5%. Insurance sector dropped 1.4%. British American Tobacco

posted turnover of BDT 3,633.7mn, and gained 12.6%. Beximco Pharma logged

turnover of BDT 3,031.6mn, and gained 8.7%. Square Pharma gained 8.2%,

posting turnover of BDT 2,912.7mn. Lafargeholcim Bangladesh posted turnover

of BDT 2,576.8mn, and closed flat. Lankabangla Finance gained 2.0%, posting

turnover of BDT 1,901.5mn. Among other top traded stocks, Bangladesh

Submarine Cables logged turnover of BDT 1,875.4mn.
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Economy 

Bangladesh's exports fall 7.84pc short of July-August target  

The country's earnings from merchandise exports fell short of the strategic target by 7.84% to reach USD 6.85bn in 

2MFY22. Total export receipts dropped 0.31% on YoY basis. Export earnings witnessed a 14% YoY growth in Aug’21, 

although earnings fell short of the month's strategic target by 8.84 per cent. Decline in earnings are due to lower 

shipment of RMG products, specially woven garments during 2MFY22. Total export receipts from RMG products-

knitwear and woven items during 2MFY22 fell by 6.19% YoY to USD 5.64bn. Export value from knitwear items registered 

a 4.63% YoY growth to USD 3.25bn during 2MFY22 compared to USD 3.11bn in 2MFY21. Earnings from home textile 

exports saw a 4.18% YoY to USD 175.06mn, earnings from jute and jute goods exports fall by 34.66% YoY USD 127.67mn, 

earnings from agro-product exports jumped 16.25% YoY to USD 207.23mn, and earnings from leather and leather 

goods also grew by 12.91% YoY to USD 174.71mn. 

 

Corporate debts may get costlier in Bangladesh  

Bangladesh's private corporate organisations may feel economic pressures from a blowback as the US Fed prepares 

to squeeze its spendthrift pandemic supports in a corrective action likely to cause 'taper tantrum' market disruptions. 

Some leading economists of Bangladesh sounded a note of caution that such tapering may spark a surge in global 

borrowing costs of the dollar like in market-temper tantrums. They think this is right time the authorities created 

awareness in the financial sector to avoid any big trouble. Dr Ahsan H. Mansur, executive director at the Policy 

Research Institute of Bangladesh (PRI), said that the corporate borrowing may be affected adversely as a result of the 

expected tapering. Lenders may not roll over the funds to the corporate houses if the taper tantrum surfaced in major 

global central banks. Bangladesh private-sector borrowing from external sources at the end of March last was USD 

16.2bn, up by USD 1.4bn than in December 2020. They borrow through financial products, namely, buyers' credit, 

deferred payment and back-to-back letter of credits. Dr Zahid Hussain, a former lead economist at the World Bank, 

told the FE that the government may avoid its risk as the central bank of Bangladesh has adequate foreign-exchange 

reserves. He also noted that the government has very limited presence on the international market. 

 

Borrowers save Tk9,400cr on lending rate cap  

According to the Bangladesh Bank's financial stability report for the year 2020 released recently, the banking sector 

posted a 24.5% growth in non-interest income last year. The lending rate cap helped borrowers save interest costs of 

Tk9,400 crore last year as banks lost the amount from their interest income. Even though the interest income of the 

banking sector declined by 9.4% last year – the first year of imposing the lending rate cap – compared to a year ago, 

lenders were smarter in diversifying earning sources. 

 

Dhaka to start feasibility study on PTA or FTA with Singapore 

Dhaka has started the process to conduct a feasibility study on signing either a PTA or FTA with Singapore, aiming to 

further strengthen economic and trade ties with the Southeast Asian country, officials said. Singapore is one of the 

important trade partners of Bangladesh. Bangladesh exported worth US$116.57 million to Singapore in the last fiscal 

year of 2020-21. Currently, the principal export products of Bangladesh to Singapore are knitwear, woven garments, 

agricultural products, engineering products, home textile, etc. Singaporean firms have invested US$ 8.0 billion in the 

country since last year. 

 

EU Ambassador: GSP+ probably way forward in post-LDC period  

European Union Ambassador to Bangladesh said that Bangladesh needs to follow the core issues related to GSP+ 

facilities in detail because “GSP+ will probably be the way forward” in the post-LDC period. The current GSP regulation 

only applies to human and labour rights conventions but the new regulations will be extended to environmental 

protection and good governance, she said. The EU ambassador said the current GSP regulation will expire on 

December 31, 2023 but there will be a grace period beyond that date. Dr Debapriya Bhattacharya sought an 

extension of the existing DFQF market access for Bangladesh to the European market by nine years beyond the three 
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years of leeway after the graduation. Bhattacharya said there is a proposal at the World Trade Organization (WTO) on 

behalf of the LDC group to extend the DFQF facility by up to 12 years. Former BGMEA president Rubana Huq said the 

new GSP scares the industry because many of them are not linked to what goes on there. On product diversification, 

Huq said Bangladesh, unfortunately, does not support value addition and it is still stuck to limited products.  

Responding to a question, Huq said they are trying to diversify but for the last five years, they have been just going to 

different trade fairs and pitching better products, but nobody seems to be interested. 

 

Shrimp processors closing down 

Bangladesh's  frozen shrimp processing industry is struggling to survive as factories  are closing down one after another 

due to a lack of raw materials,  competition with cheaper white-leg shrimp vannamei in the export markets  and 

inadequate government support, according to the Bangladesh Frozen  Foods Exporters Association (BFFEA). Now 47 of 

105 factories  remain operational but more than half of them are struggling to survive,  mainly because of shortage of 

shrimps, which can compete with vannamei  in the foreign markets. Industry operators said most  of the fish and shrimp 

processing factories were established in the  last three decades encouraged by export prospects to the EU and US  

markets. Insiders  said black tiger shrimp and prawn are the main raw materials for these  processing plants but 

production of exportable shrimps has not grown  enough to keep the plants operational. At the same time,  increased 

farming of vannamei shrimps in countries such as India,  Vietnam, and its relatively cheaper prices than locally farmed 

black  tiger and prawns hurt export significantly. In fiscal 2020-21, export  receipts declined 1.15 per cent year-on-year 

to $328 million, showed  data by Export Promotion Bureau. 

 

Bangladesh finally a member of Brics’ New Dev Bank 

Bangladesh has finally become a member of the New Development Bank (NDB), which was launched in 2015 by 

Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa, collectively known as Brics, according to a statement of NDB. The NDB 

aimed to be an alternative to the US-dominated World Bank and International Monetary Fund. 

 

Remittance continues to slump in August 

Remittance continued to dip in August, declining by 8% YoY in Aug’21 to USD 1.8bn. Remittances sent by expatriates 

was USD 1,810 million in Aug’21, compared to USD 1.96bn in Aug’20. Syed Mahbubur Rahman, managing director and 

CEO at Mutual Trust Bank, said that they have to wait a few months more to find the reasons behind it. He suspected 

that hundi may be on the rise again, which remitters may be using more than the banking channels. 

 

Bangladesh Bank continues mopping up liquidity in Sept 

The Bangladesh Bank (BB) will continue auctions of Bangladesh Bank (BB) bills in September, with BB mopping up Tk 

7,570 crore on Sunday as part of its plan to soak up excess liquidity from the country’s banking system. On Sunday, BB 

accepted bids of 13 banks worth Tk 3,620 crore for 7-day BB bills at 0.94-1.01% interest. Against 14-day BB bills, the 

central bank accepted bids of 19 banks worth Tk 3,950 crore at 1.18-1.3% interest. In August, BB conducted six auctions 

of BB bills and pulled out Tk 19,645.5 crore from the banking system. In the auctions, banks purchased 7-day BB bills 

worth Tk 2,805 crore, 14-day BB bills worth Tk 3,107 crore and 30-day BB bills worth Tk 13,733.5 crore. The interest rates of 

the BB bills ranges between 0.5 per cent and 1.49 per cent. 

 

Tax waivers erodes 8.0pc of Bangladesh's tax-GDP ratio 

Tax exemptions are eroding 8.0 per cent from Bangladesh's tax-GDP ratio, but the government's revenue authority 

says it is necessary to spur economic growth. The NBR chief said they were not frustrated over the ratio as the tax 

waivers fall within fiscal policy in the current budget with the greater goal of higher consumption by well-off middle-

class people. The country's tax-GDP ratio is currently below 9.0 per cent which could have been 17 per cent if the 

government refrained from offering exemption, admitted NBR chairman. 
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Dollar gets pricier on rising imports 

High import expenditure coupled with low remittance inflow have pushed up the price of the US dollar against the 

local currency both in the banking channel and the open market, putting the foreign exchange market under 

pressure. The cash US dollar rate increased by Tk0.30 to Tk0.40 over the past one week and is currently trading at nearly 

Tk88. The LC (letter of credit) rate also rose by Tk0.30 in the past week to reach Tk85.25 on Sunday. The dollar crisis has 

prompted the Bangladesh Bank to backtrack on its dollar buying spree and sell dollars to banks in order to keep the 

market stable. The Bangladesh Bank bought a record $8 billion US dollars in the fiscal 2020-21 amid low imports and 

high inflow of remittance. However, since August this year, the Bangladesh Bank has sold $305 million dollars to banks, 

according to the central bank's data. Sirajul Islam, executive director and the spokesperson of the Bangladesh Bank, 

told The Business Standard that the demand for dollar is increasing in the wake of increased LC price payments for 

importing Covid vaccines and a rise in imports of capital machinery in recent months. The dollar rate will return to the 

normal level if exports increase in proportion to the rise in imports, he added. 

 

Indian funds sit idle for slow project implementation 

Bangladesh has utilised just 6 per cent of three Indian lines of credit (LoCs), collectively worth more than $7 billion, in 

the past decade because of slow project implementation. The government has spent $410.76 million to complete 14 

projects since 2010. Of the projects, 12 were funded by the first LoC signed in August 2020, while two others were under 

the second LoC inked in March 2016. The resident representative of the Exim Bank of India suggested following the 

Indian government's project preparatory facility to reduce the time it takes to formulate project details and improve 

the overall quality of planning. He further suggested that Bangladesh should facilitate entry or re-entry of Indian 

project personnel and experts, who are currently awaiting clearance, without any objection. He also expects quicker 

services and support to be extended by the Bangladesh High Commission in India. A senior official of the Economic 

Relations Division (ERD) said they had already adopted the recommendations to expedite the implementation of the 

projects funded by India. 

 

Private credit growth moves upward for 2nd consecutive month 

Private sector credit flow marked a positive growth for two months in a row on the back of the resumption of 

economic activities following the vaccine rollout. Lending to businesses recorded 8.38% YoY growth in Jul’21, a slight 

increase from 8.35% in the previous month. The credit growth, however, is yet to get pace as bankers have remained 

cautious in lending amid rising default loans and low recovery of stimulus loans. Managing director of Mutual Trust 

Bank said the impact of the pandemic has just started to normalise, causing a slight surge in demand for loans. He, 

however, said they would take a decision about raising credit disbursements after observing the situation for several 

months more. He added that if the country faces a third wave of Covid infections, it could become uncertain in the 

months ahead. Now our focus is on implementing the second phase of several incentive packages, he mentioned. 

According to bankers, the recent upward trend in credit growth is chiefly attributable to a rise in the number of LC 

(letter of credit) openings. 

 

BB: Exporters get additional 45 days to apply for export subsidy 

Exporters who could not apply for an export subsidy or cash assistance in the Fiscal Year 2020-21 are getting an 

additional 45 days for applying. Exporters who failed to apply for subsidies or cash assistance in the last financial year 

amid the Covid-19 situation will be able to apply within 45 days of the issuance of the circular. 

 

NBR slow to make taxation system fully online 

The National Board of Revenue is slow to implement fully a number of projects it has taken to completely automate 

the country’s taxation system. The revenue board has been implementing a number of projects to make its income 

tax, value-added tax and customs wings fully online since 2011 but has missed deadlines to execute the projects. The 

NBR was scheduled to launch an e-filing system under the income tax wing and bond management automation 

project under the customs wing by July and August respectively, but NBR will launch the e-filing system that features a 
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number of modules in the last week of September. NBR Chairman told New Age on the day that they were working on 

the development of technical human resources so that they would ensure the benefits of a full automation of the tax 

system for taxpayers. 

 

Bangladesh's first three one-man companies get going 

Bangladesh's company registrar has approved first three 'one-person company (OPC)' firms under a new business-

ownership model that is expected to lure investments from home and abroad. Business promoters think the modus 

operandi for one-man company would diversify company incorporations with smaller ventures becoming formal firms, 

ushering in a boom-time for business if a few perceived hurdles are removed. There are few more such companies in 

the pipeline, according to RJSC. Dr Masrur Reaz, chairman at the Policy Exchange of Bangladesh said that if there was 

no such barrier on paid up capital, many enterprises would show their interest in entering into formal business with 

registered company. 

 

Bangladesh decides to join largest trade bloc 

With the trading alliance of 15 economies, including China and Japan, entering into force at the beginning of 2022, 

Bangladesh's exports to the RCEP nations will not face much trouble until 2026 when the country's duty-free access to 

these two major markets will end, according to commerce ministry officials. On 15 November 2020, the 15 countries – 

China, Japan, South Korea, Australia and New Zealand; 10 members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

(Asean): Brunei, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Myanmar, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines – 

inked the world's largest free trade agreement that covers 2.2 billion people with a combined GDP of $26.2 trillion. 

Bangladesh's exports to four other countries, including Australia and New Zealand, are low. So, the commerce ministry 

does not think the RCEP will cause any problem for Bangladesh immediately. When Bangladesh graduates to a 

developing country, there will be a negative impact on exports and foreign direct investment. When the US-led 12-

nation Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement was drafted in 2015, the commerce ministry sought views of 

Bangladesh embassies in various countries on the agreement's possible negative impact on Bangladesh's exports and 

ways to overcome it. 

 

Govt borrowing jumps 12.20% in first 2 months of FY22  

Government borrowing from the banking sector has gone up by 12.20% during the first two months of Fiscal Year 2021-

22 compared to the same period last FY, following the gradual improvement of Covid-19 situation across the country. 

The budget for FY2021-22 has a deficit of Tk2,14,681 crore, which is 6.2% of the total GDP. The government mostly relies 

on the banking sector to cover its deficits. This fiscal year, the government has planned to borrow Tk76,452 crore from 

the banking sector for this purpose. At the end of June this year, the government's net loan form savings certificates 

exceeded Tk41,959 crore, which an increase of 38.47% compared to the target set in that revised budget. 

 

ECNEC approves Tk 4,300cr project to groom youth-folk as workforce 

The government today approved a Taka 4,300 crore project to groom the country's youth folk, women and 

disadvantageous section of people suitable for getting employed and thus build themselves as demand-based 

workforce of the country. Of the total project cost, Taka 5,009.72 crore will come from the government of Bangladesh 

portion while the rest of Taka 2,580 crore as project assistance. The main project operations include construction of 

non residential building, 15 acres of land acquisition, imparting necessary training, holding seminars, conferences, 

procuring ICT and computer equipments, providing support to technical and stipend education and thus creating 

awareness on the pandemic. 

 

Dividends, fees of government-owned entities increase 130pc 

Non-tax revenue (NTR), the second-biggest source of government revenues, saw a quantum leap in the past fiscal 

year following a reform conducted for enhancing resources from state-owned enterprises, sources say. Bangladesh 

Economic Review 2021, released Wednesday, says the receipt of NTR, consisting of mainly dividends and fees of 
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government-owned entities, swelled to Tk 458.6 billion, up by nearly 130 per cent, during the period from July 2020 to 

May 2021. The NTR target was Tk 330.02 billion for the past fiscal year ending June 30. It was 1.15 per cent of the 

country's GDP. The state corporation made the highest net profit amounting to Tk 58.39 billion followed by Bangladesh 

Telecommunications Regulatory Commission at Tk 22.32 billion during the last fiscal year. The publication says the rise in 

overall revenues occurred as the surplus money from autonomous, semi-autonomous, state-owned and public non-

financial corporation was deposited with government treasury. 

 

Bank and NBFI 

Banks' capital base bends under weight of non-performing loans  

Banks' capital base somewhat weakened in 1HCY21 mainly under the weight of rising non-performing loans (NPLs), 

officials said. The capital-to-risk weighted-asset ratio (CRAR) of all the scheduled banks came down to 11.57% as on 

June 30 from 11.64% as on Dec’20. Meanwhile, the amount of NPLs grew nearly 12% to BDT 992.05bn as on June 30 

from BDT 887.34bn as on Dec’20, despite receiving policy supports from the central bank. However, the total 

regulatory capital increased by nearly 5.0% to BDT 1381.08bn as on June 30 from BDT 1328.34bn as on Dec’ 20. On the 

other hand, 11 banks out of the total 60 suffered a total capital shortfall worth Tk 253.85 billion as on June 30 this 

calendar year. 

 

16 banks and NBFIs served show cause  

Bangladesh Bank has served show-cause notices on 14 banks and two non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs) for failing 

to achieve the Covid-19 stimulus loan disbursement target in the cottage, micro, small, and medium enterprise 

(CMSME) sector. They are Agrani SME Financing Company, GSP Finance Company (Bangladesh), Janata Bank, Habib 

Bank, Woori Bank, IFIC Bank, Meghna Bank, National Bank, NCC Bank, NRB Bank, Pubali Bank, Shimanto Bank, Al-

Arafah Islami Bank, First Security Islami Bank, Global Islami Bank, and Standard Bank. The central bank said punitive 

measures would be taken against them if they failed to meet the target by this fiscal year. Of the 16, GSP Finance 

Company (Bangladesh) disbursed no loan while Shimanto Bank achieved only 4% of the target, the lowest among 

banks, the central bank data shows. 

 

Padma Bank signs MoU with US investment bank DelMorgan& Co 

Padma Bank has recently signed a memorandum of understanding with DelMorgan& Co, a California based 

investment bank in the USA. Under the deal, the investment bank will search out potential investors to raise $700 

million, equivalent to Tk 5,900 crore, in debt and equity capital for Padma Bank, which may involve change of control 

of the bank, said a press release. 

 

Bangladesh Bank relaxes GTF operation rules for SoBs 

Bangladesh Bank (BB) has relaxed two conditions for state-owned commercial banks to participate in green 

transformation fund. The BB manages GTF with fund of USD 200.0mn million and EUR 200.0mn. Participating banks can 

receive finance from the GTF against their lending to export-oriented industries. Bangladesh Bank relaxed two 

conditions to bring customers of state-owned banks in GTF. The funds are meant to import capital machinery and 

accessories for implementing green or environment-friendly initiatives. As per the GTF operation rules, participating 

banks need to maintain an acceptable level of non-performing loans of not more than 10.0%. Besides, the banks with 

shortfall in loan or investment provision, capital and liquidity are not eligible to avail the fund. 

 

BB forms fresh refinance scheme of Tk 500cr 

Bangladesh Bank on Sunday formed a refinance scheme worth BDT 500 crore for the people who have opened bank 

accounts with just Tk 10, Tk 50 and Tk 100 deposits. Under the scheme, such accountholders would get loans up to Tk 5 

lakh against personal guarantee without any collateral at the highest 7.0% interest. The repayment tenure of the loans 

would be three years, including six months of grace period. Along with the existing accountholders, new 

accountholders under the criteria would also be considered eligible for getting loans. From the refinance scheme, the 
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central bank would give fund to the participating banks at the rate of 1.0% interest. Small and micro entrepreneurs 

and occupational people in village, vicinities and neighbourhoods would be considered eligible for the loans. 

Marginal and landless farmer, small businesses, occupational people, the people in Char and haor areas who have 

suffered natural or manmade catastrophe would be considered for loans from the refinance fund on a priority basis. 

Income generating initiatives of people and women of special needs will also be considered eligible for loans from the 

scheme. 

 

Nagad requires approval of Central Bank, Postal Department to open bank account 

Nagad will have to get approval from the Postal Department and Bangladesh Bank before opening a Trust and 

Settlement account at any bank. BB recently issued directives to banks in this regard. Since the name has been 

changed to Nagad Limited and from now on it will have to open a Trust cum Settlement account to keep its services 

running.  

 

Do not use unlicensed courier firms for postal service: BB to NBFIs 

The Bangladesh Bank has asked all non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs) to refrain from using unlicensed courier 

companies for postal services. A central bank circular, issued to managing directors of NBFIs on Tuesday, said, "As per 

the Post Office Act 1898, and the Mailing Operator and Courier Service Rules 2013, sending, transporting and receiving 

posts through unlicensed operators and services is illegal, and a direct violation of regulations." At that time, the 

authority said some companies are running courier services without a license, and some others are operating with 

expired licenses. Besides, several unlicensed couriers are advertising their services and seeking agent applications 

through print and online media. However, authorities concerned have told The Business Standard that more than a 

thousand unlicensed operators are currently providing courier services in the country, both directly and online.  

 

Bank deposits rise despite low returns 

Deposits at banks saw remarkable growth last fiscal year as the coronavirus-linked uncertainty compelled people to 

cut non-essential expenses and save more, while lending growth shrank slightly due to business slowdown. Deposits 

totaled Tk 1,485,601 crore in fiscal 2020-21, up 8.49 per cent from a year ago, according to data from Bangladesh 

Bank. Lending growth decelerated to 8.48 per cent from 8.95 per cent a year ago. Banks disbursed Tk 1,154,955 crore 

in loans in FY21. The loan-deposit ratio stood at 71.55 per cent last fiscal year in contrast to 76.22 per cent a year 

earlier, comfortably within the regulatory ceiling. Conventional banks are allowed to keep the loan-deposit ratio at 87 

per cent and Shariah-based banks at 92 per cent. But the declining trend of the loan-deposit ratio indicates that 

banks are facing difficulty in ensuring adequate profits. The net profit of banks stood at Tk 5,278 crore in 2020, down 31 

per cent from a year earlier. 

 

11 banks asked to submit plans for overcoming capital shortfall 

The Bangladesh Bank has asked 11 banks, which have suffered capital shortfalls in the first half of 2021, to submit their 

respective plans for mitigating their capital shortfalls. The banks which were asked to submit their plans are Bangladesh 

Krishi Bank, Sonali Bank, Janata Bank, Agrani Bank, ICB Islamic Bank, BASIC Bank, Rajshahi Krishi Unnayan Bank, 

Bangladesh Commerce Bank, Rupali Bank, Padma Bank and AB Bank. At the end of June 30, 2021, capital shortfall in 

BKB was Tk 11,843.97 crore, that in BASIC Bank was Tk 1,927.2 crore, ICB Islamic Bank Tk 1,642.49 crore, BCBL Tk 1,146.21 

crore, Padma Bank Tk 461.49 crore, AB Bank Tk 329.52 crore, Sonali Bank Tk 3,557.86 crore, Agrani Bank Tk 1,960.23 

crore, RAKUB Tk 1,506.4 crore, Rupali Bank Tk 664.94 crore and Janata Bank Tk 345.04 crore. Banks are supposed to 

maintain a minimum 10 per cent CRAR, 3 per cent leverage ratio and 2.5 per cent capital conservation buffer. 

 

Telecom 

HC asks mobile network providers to address slow internet 

The High Court (HC) asked the country's mobile network operators to resolve any problem regarding slow internet 

speeds. The Bangladesh Telecommunication and Regulatory Commission (BTRC) in a notice said it had already taken 
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remedial measures. The HC bench then suspended the hearing for two months, saying it would pass an order if the 

problems regarding mobile network or internet speed were not resolved by this time. 

 

Textile 

RMG: Orders cross pre-pandemic level, not price though 

A year and a half into the Covid-19 pandemic, Bangladesh's woven apparel makers are optimistic about export 

recovery as they have booked work orders to almost their full capacities for the next five months. Some exporters said 

buyers were still offering prices that were 10-15% below the pre-pandemic levels although a very small number of 

manufacturers are getting orders at the previous rates or even higher. They said another season might be needed for 

the sector's full recovery. Wishing anonymity, some industry leaders said manufacturers should say no to buyers if they 

were not willing to pay ethical prices. Besides, they said, booking more orders than the capacity at low prices might 

lead to non-delivery of products. Retail sales dropped in major apparel destinations like the US, the UK, and Germany 

in the past two months due to inflation and the emergence of new Covid-19 variants.  

 

Spinners on an expansion spree 

The spinning industry in Bangladesh is witnessing massive investment as local entrepreneurs are either expanding their 

production capacities or setting up new units as the demand for garment raw materials is rising. Local spinners have a 

combined capacity to process 13.43 million bales of cotton each year. But due to various drawbacks, the mills 

currently manage to make use of 8.5 million bales of cotton annually. Chief executive officer of the Bangladesh Textile 

Mills Association (BTMA) told that BDT 1,900 crore was invested in the spinning industry despite the ongoing coronavirus 

pandemic. He told that three new spinning mills will go into operation within the next two years, while some of the 

existing millers plan to expand their capacities to meet the growing demand. He also said that the industry will be able 

to process 16 million bales of cotton within the next two years. The addition of the new spinning capacity will raise the 

investment in the primary textile sector to nearly $11 billion from $10 billion. Of the investment, 75 per cent is in the 

spinning segment, while the remaining 25 per cent is divided amongst the weaving, dyeing, finishing and sizing 

segments. 

 

Loss of back-to-back LC facility looms on 500 RMG makers 

Around 500 knitwear and home textile exporters without a bond license are now bracing for a big blow as the 

National Board of Revenue (NBR) takes a hardline on stopping them from getting a back-to-back letter of credit (LC). 

The revenue board in a letter on 31 August requested the Bangladesh Bank not to allow non-bonded apparel 

factories the facility as it contradicts the central bank's guidelines. But industry people say if the back-to-back LC 

benefit goes, at least 450 knitwear and around 50 home textile factories will no longer be able to procure raw 

materials and accessories from local and foreign sources on credit. Only 100% export-oriented factories with bond 

licenses will be eligible for back-to-back LCs. The Bangladesh Garments and Exporters Association (BGMEA) will only 

be allowed to issue a Utilization Declaration (UD) meant for importing raw materials to such companies, according to 

the NBR letter. 

 

Energy 

Experts for use of abandoned Sangu platform as storage for imported LNG   

Abandoned seven years ago Sangu, the country's first offshore gas field platform, can be used as a storage for 

imported liquefied natural gas (LNG) before being supplied to the end users, energy experts suggest. According to the 

experts, the offshore platform has a strong potential to serve this purpose as many countries exploit such mechanisms 

to reduce the cost. Prof. Dr. Ijaz Hossain, head of the Department of Chemical Engineering told UNB on Saturday. He 

added that as the facility remains unutilised after an investment of millions of dollars, the government can invite and 

allow interested firm to install FSRU and supply re-gasified LNG to end users through the existing pipeline with the 

platform. Petrobangla sources said a number of international firms, however, are eyeing to utilize the platform mainly 

as a gateway to import LNG, re-gasify it and supply the re-gasified LNG through the Sangu facility. Sangu platform is 
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located at calm sea near the planned Bay Terminal of Chattagram port at Solimpur, which is free from sea turmoil. It 

has the advantage to be operational even during the peak monsoon season without any interruption, which the 

country's two operational FSRUs lack, said sources. 

 

Refiners to reopen petrochemical plants  

Currently-shut private petrochemical and refinery plants might be allowed to resume operations, concentrating on 

diesel output, amid a demand-side fine change of fortune, sources said. One precondition is tagged: the private 

owners ought to sell the fuel to state-run Bangladesh Petroleum Corporation (BPC). A dozen such plants, which have 

been closed over the past 16 months for a lack of raw material, were mainly manufacturing petrol before the 

machines came to a grinding halt in June 2020. 

 

Matarbari 1,200-MW plant work going on in full swing 

Construction work of the Matarbari 1,200 MW ultra super critical coal-fired power plant at Maheshkhali Upazilla under 

Cox's Bazar is going on in full swing to commence electricity generation from the first 600-MW unit by January 2024. 

Some 55.85% work of the engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) contractor has been completed until July 

2021. The Matarbari coal-fired power plant is being developed by the state-run Coal Power Generation Company 

Bangladesh Limited (CPGCBL) with an estimated cost of around USD 4.5bn, a senior CPGCBL official told the FE on 

Sunday 

 

Miscellaneous 

Call for laws to stop piece sale of bidis, cigarettes  

Progga and Anti-Tobacco Media Alliance organised a webinar on the necessity of tobacco control laws in 

Bangladesh on Saturday to update the current tobacco control laws. Progga's Head of Tobacco Control mentioned 

that as many as 118 countries around the world, including Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand, have banned the sale of 

small packets and single cigarette sticks. He added that the retail sale of cigarette sticks has been banned in the 

Indian state of Maharashtra since 24 September last year. 

 

Central bank endorses BDRAL as full-fledged credit rating agency 

Bangladesh Bank (BB) recognised Bangladesh Rating Agency Limited (BDRAL) as a full-fledged credit rating agency 

(CRA) on Thursday. BDRAL earlier used to rate only SMEs (small and medium enterprises). From now on, it can rate all 

entities concerned, including banks and other financial institutions. With BDRAL, Bangladesh now has eight CRAs. The 

other rating agencies operating in the country are - CRISL, CRAB, NCRL, ECRL, ACRSL, WASO, and ACRL. 

 

Small jute mills attempt revival 

Some 130 jute mills out of 200 listed with the Bangladesh Jute Mills Association (BJMA) are operational. The northern 

region accounts for nearly 70 mills, most of which are small and medium in size. The mills cater to the local market for 

hessian, jute bags and cloths as well as export destinations, including India. The raw jute prices had reached as much 

as Tk 6,500 per maund (around 37 kilograms), said Abul Kalam Mintu, director of Selim Agro Industries Ltd at Saidpur 

upazila of Nilphamari district. Bangladesh produces around 80 lakh bales of raw jute while local mills process 60 lakh 

bales to make yarn, twine, bags, sacks and other goods mainly for export and some domestic sales. Last year 

production declined for unfavorable weather, fuelling prices of the fiber to reach the highest in history. 

 

Import dependence on raw materials leads to feed price hike 

Bangladesh is self-sufficient in animal feed production, but raw materials for this industry, including maize and soybean 

meal, are still imported, causing feed prices to rise. Maize and soybean meal have become pricier in the international 

market. Moreover, prices of all types of feed raw materials have risen by about 40%, creating a crisis in the feed 

industry. Feed prices have risen at production and retail levels, which may lead to a crisis in poultry, fisheries, and 

cattle industries. Maize and soybean meal together account for 75% in animal feed production, including 50% maize 
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and 25-30% soybean meal. The remaining 20-25% includes other ingredients. Maize is a major component of animal 

feed. 50% of maize is locally produced and the rest is imported. 

 

Capital Market 

23 banks pump Tk 143.6b into stocks 

Some 23 listed banks, out of 32, have made a consolidated investment worth Tk 143.63 billion in the country's stock 

market as of July 31 last. According to the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC), the banks made 

investments ranging from Tk 2.67 billion to Tk 10.95 billion. The BSEC officials said those banks had more scope of 

investing in the stock market as their investments were still below the stipulated investment ceiling. On the other hand, 

the officials of the Bangladesh Bank (BB) said the banks were not bound to comply with the full investment ceiling set 

in existing provisions. The BSEC information said Al-Arafa Islami Bank made a consolidated investment worth Tk 10.95 

billion, which is 48.99 per cent of the bank's consolidated capital, according to the BSEC. The City Bank made a 

consolidated investment of around Tk 11.09 billion, which is 42.46 per cent of the company's consolidated capital. The 

consolidated investment of BRAC Bank stood at Tk 10.07 billion, which is 23.49 per cent of the consolidated capital. 

United Commercial Bank made a consolidated investment of Tk 10.48 billion, which is 31.86 per cent of the company's 

consolidated capital. Of other banks, the consolidated investment of Eastern Bank was 8.67 billion, Prime Bank Tk 8.58 

billion, NCC Bank Tk 7.10 billion, Islami Bank Bangladesh 6.72 billion, Mercantile Bank Tk 6.37 billion, Trust Bank Tk 6.06 

billion and Mutual Trust Bank Tk 5.61 billion, as of July 31 last. 

 

Foreign investors reluctant despite regulator’s efforts 

Foreign investors' participation in the country's equity market has witnessed a continuous fall as many frontier market 

investment funds have been closed and some big funds have withdrawn the money for investing in developed 

countries. This has happened when the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) has been trying to 

attract foreign investors to the capital market by conducting roadshows abroad since early this year. In FY21, foreign 

investors withdrew equity investment of Tk1,870 crore from the capital market, while they invested Tk2,346 crore a year 

ago. In FY21, foreign transactions were Tk8,432 crore, which was 13% lower YoY. The falling trend continued in Aug’21, 

as foreign investors traded shares worth BDT 195.51 crore during 1-15 August this year at the Dhaka Stock Exchange 

(DSE), which was 57% lower YoY. But the DSE did not disclose foreign transactions and net investment for the last few 

months as it had disclosed it officially till 2020.  

 

52 new brokerage firms join DSE 

Fifty-two new brokerage firms joined the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) on Saturday as the premier bourse awarded the 

Trading Right Entitlement Certificate (TREC) to them. The new TREC holders are entitled only to buy and sell shares and 

they will not hold shares of the DSE. After adding the new firms, the DSE has 302 TREC holders, among which 250 are 

DSE shareholders. 

running.  

 

Unusual stock dividends will need BSEC consent 

Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) has imposed another round of restrictions on stock dividends 

issued by publicly listed companies. From now on, companies listed on the country's stock exchanges will have to 

secure approval from the securities regulator before issuing any stock dividend, in certain circumstances believed to 

be inappropriate for capital enhancement. Companies planning on issuing stock dividends in the first three years 

following their listing would require BSEC approval, and so will issuance of stock dividend even before completely 

utilizing the fund collected through public offers.  The regulatory approval will also be mandatory for companies 

seeking to issue stock dividends in the first three years of raising capital through issuing the right shares or repeat public 

offers (RPOs). Companies failing to pay out at least 10% cash dividends for two consecutive years will also need the 

regulator's approval to issue stock dividends. Companies that are out of operation for a year will have to secure 

consent to issue stock dividends, unless the unwanted status is due to renovation work or in the event of force 
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majeure. 

 

Union Bank given conditional approval to go public 

Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) on Sunday allowed Union Bank to raise Tk428 crore in capital 

with an initial public offering (IPO). But, the commission imposed two conditions. First, the bank must invest Tk200 crore 

in the capital market in 2021 as per Bangladesh Bank's circular. At the end of 2020, the lender had an investment of 

Tk4 crore in the capital market. Second, until being listed on the capital market, the private sector lender will not 

declare any dividends for its shareholders. The shares will be offered to the public at a face value of Tk10 each. Of the 

total funds raised, the bank will invest Tk271.50 crore in SME and project finance, Tk100 crore in government securities, 

and Tk50 crore in the share market. The rest will cover IPO expenses. Prime Bank Investment and Brac EPL Investment 

are the issue managers of the bank IPO. As per the bank's draft prospectus, S Alam Group is the owner of the lender, 

and most of the directors are from the same business group. 

 

Krishibid Feed gets nod to raise fund from stock market 

Krishibid Feed got nod to raise fund of Tk 22 crore from the stock market. As the company is an SME so its trading would 

raise fund from qualitative investors and secondary trade would be in the SME platform. The company would offload 

2.20 lakh shares at a face value of Tk 10. With the qualified investor offer (QIO) proceeds, the company would build a 

factory building, repay bank loans, and buy machineries, diesel generator and delivery van. 

 

Continuing share price surge puts small-scale investors at risk 

A persistent rise in share prices amid the current bull run on the stock market has posed risks to investors, especially the 

small-scale ones, as rumour-mongers and manipulators could use the situation to make illicit gains, experts said. 

Providing unaffordable margin loans by merchant banks and brokerage houses, entry of new and uninformed 

investors and an unusual rise in share prices of fundamentally weak companies are the other key risk factors, they said. 

Share market analyst and United International University professor Mohammad Musa told New Age that after 

observing the activities of the current commission, it appears that the commission wants to raise the index further. He 

added that the regulator should not predict and express their intension about the market movement. Musa said that 

there was a lack of supply of good companies in the market, which could be a barrier to addressing a high demand 

for shares on the market. He pointed out that the surge has not come on the back of fundamentally strong 

companies, which has become a concern of sustainability of the rally, he said. Apart from some largest capitalised 

companies, the bank sector has a little contribution to the current bull run on the market, he said 

 

BSEC brings changes in IPO application process yet again after just 5 months 

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) has brought some changes in the Initial Public Offering 

(IPO) allotment process in the wake of criticism for the recently introduced changes in April. From now on, every 

eligible investor will be able to apply for an IPO of a new company with subscription money of Tk10,000, and none can 

pay more than that. According to the system which came into effect in April, an investor could deposit a minimum of 

BDT 10,000 or its multiples upto BDT 50,000. A top official at a brokerage house said on condition of anonymity that the 

lottery system had done well. However, it is very ridiculous to get a share worth BDT 170 by depositing Tk10,000 a month 

in the new system. He opined that the new decision of BSEC will have a positive effect. However, the BSEC might 

increase the minimum investment of the IPO applicants in the BO account to BDT 50,000 instead of existing BDT 20,000, 

which is likely to benefit active investors. However, no final decision has been taken at the commission meeting yet, a 

source at the regulatory body said. 

 

Listing may solve SME fund crisis: SME Foundation chairman 

The Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) and the SME Foundation have signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to 

create the opportunity to list small capital companies in the SME platform of the stock exchanges and raise funds upto 

Tk 30 crore from the capital market. SME entrepreneurs will now get to know about the SME platform and the 
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importance of being listed in it. Both organisations will be able to create awareness among entrepreneurs to get listed 

in the platform, said a press release. 

 

BSEC clamps down on unjustified dividend declaration by cos 

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission has clamped down on unjustified dividend declaration by the 

listed companies as many companies have recently declared no dividend while many others declared bonus 

dividend without proper reasons. The commission observed that a number of companies made profits in the past 

financial year but declared no dividend while many others declared bonus dividend even though they did not require 

any expansion, BSEC officials said. 

 

BSEC to look into Assurance Asset Management’s activities  

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC), which has found anomalies in reports submitted to it on 

behalf of Assurance Asset Management Ltd, will look into the business activities of the company. The BSEC officers will 

inspect the book of accounts, records, documents, and relevant issues of the company and submit the report to the 

commission within 30 working days. The regulator is not satisfied with the business activities of some asset management 

companies. 

 

BSEC approves 3 financial institutions to issue bonds 

Three listed companies have received the go-ahead from the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission 

(BSEC) to raise Tk1,600 crore by issuing bonds. LankaBangla Finance Limited will raise Tk300 crore, Shahjalal Islami Bank 

Tk500 crore, and Islami Bank Bangladesh Ltd will raise Tk800 crore. LankaBangla Finance will issue a non-convertible 

zero-coupon bond of Tk265.33 crore (face value up to Tk300 crore) at 7.25-9% discount rate. The company will reinvest 

and provide loans in corporate, retail, and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) with this bond. Shahjalal Islami Bank to 

issue a perpetual bond worth Tk500 crore to strengthen the Tier-1 capital base of the bank. Investors will receive 6-10% 

interest against the bonds. Islami Bank Bangladesh has got permission to issue a perpetual bond worth Tk800 crore to 

strengthen the additional Tier-1 capital base of the bank. The bank will raise Tk720 crore by issuing bonds through 

private placements, and will issue the remaining Tk80 crore in public offer bonds.  

 

 

Stock 

NRB Commercial Bank fined for overinvestment in stocks 

Bangladesh Bank has penalised the new generation NRB Commercial Bank for overinvestment in stocks, violating the 

Bank Company Act. The newly-listed bank invested more than 27% of its capital in stocks as of July when the banking 

law allows a maximum 25% investment on a solo basis. 

 

Robi seeks BSEC nod to revise IPO fund utilisation plan 

Robi Axiata Limited, the country’s second largest telecommunication operator and a newly listed company on stock 

exchanges, has urged the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission to allow it to revise its plan for the 

utilisation of initial public offering proceeds. Out of the Tk 523.79 crore of IPO proceeds, Robi has utilised Tk 355.76 crore 

in network expansion and Tk 7.39 crore in IPO expenses, amounting to 69% of total IPO proceeds.  According to a 

letter sent to BSEC, Robi requested for a time extension till June 30, 2022. Robi also sought permission to procure extra 

quality of telecom equivalent in the same/relevant/others line items with the remaining proceeds owing to cost 

savings, lower forex settlements rate. The operator also requested the BSEC to permit it for utilisation of any residual 

amount from IPO general expenses in network expansion line items. Moreover, Robi urged the regulator to give waiver 

from rules regarding prior approval from 51.0% of the public shareholders other than sponsors and directors, the letter 

said. 
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Beximco’s Green-Sukuk Al-Istisna’s subscription extended to 30 Sept 

The Beximco Green-Sukuk Al Istisna subscription date for eligible investors have extended to 30 September for the 

second time. Due to the lower subscription than the allotment for Initial Public Offering (IPO), the time for subscription 

has been extended to 6 September first time. Up to 6 September, 72 bidders bid to get Sukuk units, which had 

cumulative value of Tk55.71 crore. 

 

Doreen Power's stock jumps 18pc in four days sans PSI 

Doreen Power Generations & Systems is witnessing an 'abnormal' price hike and increase in volume of shares though 

the company has no undisclosed price-sensitive information (PSI). Following the recent 'abnormal' price hike, the DSE 

served show-cause notice on the company on Monday. The company, however in a knee-jerk response, informed the 

DSE on Tuesday that there is no undisclosed price-sensitive information of the company for recent unusual price hike 

and increase in volume of shares. Analysts said the market has been in a steady rise in the past few months alongside 

prices of many junk stocks rose abnormally although transaction and price movement of these companies do not 

match their fundamentals. 

 

Beximco gets more time to raise fund through Sukuk 

The stock market regulator has again extended the time for Beximco till September 30 to raise Tk 3,000 crore through 

Sukuk bonds as it failed to attract investors. The subscription of the Sukuk through initial public offering (IPO) started on 

August 16 that was supposed to end on August 23, but the time was extended till September 6. Bangladesh Securities 

and Exchange Commission allowed Beximco to issue the Shariah-compliant Sukuk on July 8. The remaining Tk 750 

crore will be raised through an IPO. The regulator informed the company in a letter that the public offer would be 

cancelled if it is not subscribed by September 30. Each unit of the Sukuk would be Tk 100 where minimum subscription 

amount should be Tk 5,000. Minimum periodic distribution rate is 9 per cent. 

 

National Polymer disclosed ‘wrong EPS’ for three quarters 

Three months into its financial disclosure for three quarters of FY21, plastic pipe and furniture producer National 

Polymer Industries Ltd has now admitted to have made a mistake in calculating the earnings per share (EPS). The 

company in a post on the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) website said the EPS disclosed on 11 May 2021 was not 

correct and now its revised EPS is Tk0.91 in January-March and Tk1.77 in July-March of FY21. In the earlier disclosure, the 

plastic product manufacturer mentioned its EPS as Tk1.37 in the third quarter and Tk2.68 in the first three quarters. 

Following that, the company's share price rose by 27% to Tk70. In 2020, the BSEC allowed National Polymer to raise a 

capital of Tk55 crore by issuing right shares at a face value of Tk10 plus a premium of Tk5 each. The issuance of right 

shares was completed in February this year. Earlier in 2016, the BSEC fined the National Polymer Tk5 lakh and its sponsor 

Shamsul Abedin Akanda Tk1 lakh for transferring shares in violation of security laws 

 

Pubali Bank, Bank Muscat in $52m deal  

Pubali Bank has reached a syndicated loan facility agreement worth $52 million with Bank Muscat.  The facility will help 

Pubali Bank provide liquidity services to local banks and local import and export businesses and strengthen the 

country's economic growth, generating up to $200 million of additional trade every year, says a press release. Initially 

launched for a facility size of $35 million, the transaction achieved significant oversubscription of about 48 per cent, 

and was then scaled up to finally conclude at $52 million. 
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